Joseph B. Mbeh Art ’00
& Tarikh Commodor Art ’96

Tuesday
April 11
12 Noon

Alumni Space
Residence Hall, 3rd Floor

Lunch will be provided.
Please join us.
Sponsored by Career Services/
Alumni Relations

Joseph B. Mbeh and Tarikh Commodore will discuss how they started and maintained a design business.

Co-founded in 1999 in New York, their firm, Intricate Concepts, is a "design powerhouse." They create designs for well-known fashion brands. Mr. Mbeh and Mr. Commodore will present their designs, which include apparel, logos, Web sites, corporate branding, graphics, hangtags, pocket flashers, and advertising labels.

Intricate Concepts is comprised of five designers from diverse ethnic backgrounds and educational institutions. Together, the team works on projects that incorporate street culture into fashion styles that emerge from their respective life experiences.

Art and architecture students will benefit greatly from the practical, independent entrepreneurial experience of these artists. Their Web site is http://www.intricateconcepts.com
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